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pera-on-cardboard sculpture called Livro
da arquitetura (Book of Architecture,
1959–60), which features 12 miniature
constructions based loosely on places or
architectural motifs. One of them, Oásis,
consists of a simple green cube on a
brown field. The artist often created
works in series and referred to them as
“books,” alluding both to their repetition
on a theme and their didactic power. Livro
do Tempo (Book of Time, 1961–63) covered an entire wall with a gorgeous series
of 365 painted woodblocks that suggest
symbols, flags, or simple objects, as if to
guide us through our days.
Seven of Pape’s short experimental
films were also on view, such as Divisor
(Divider, 1967), a record of a public performance in which the artist invited
favela children to stick their heads
through a giant piece of white fabric and
move together down a Rio street. The
children look delighted, but the deceptively lighthearted scene, made at the
height of military repression, shows the
artist slyly reclaiming the collective
space. Another film depicts a Brazilian
newspaper floating in a stagnant pool,
with its headline proclaiming the continuation of Ato Institucional 5, a hated decree that imposed censorship, among
other restrictions—although none of this
is explained to the visitor.
The exhibition’s shimmering highlight
was Ttéia 1, C (Web), 1976–2002/2011,
an ethereal, room-size installation in
which columns of taut metallic thread rise
at oblique angles from floor to ceiling.
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tory business, her magical effects in mirroring and twinkly lights, purer but no
more elevated above fairground attractions than an upmarket Santa’s Grotto,
Tate Modern
have attracted queues of people eager to
London
wonder. Only occasionally, as with the
Through June 5
pastry-cutter cloud shapes laid like crazy
Throughout her working life, which
paving on the gallery floor, does her
began in Kyoto in the late 1940s, Yayoi
imagination appear to be decisive rather
Kusama has proliferated, initially with
than profuse. And undoubtedly she has
exerted quite an influence on those who
find lights and mirrors a good way to fill
large spaces in cultural centers.
Looking back,
Kusama is an early
example of an artist
whose contribution
is, essentially, a globalization of output.
These works need no
translation nor do
they demand proYayoi Kusama, Infinity Mirrored Room—Filled with the Brilliance of Life , 2011,
longed looking. Eswood, mirror, plastic, acrylic, LED lights, aluminum, dimensions variable,
sentially they are
installation view. Tate Modern.
mass displays of
catchy stuff, ranging
surrealistic little drawings, then with “Infrom airmail labels collaged by the hunfinity Net” paintings involving scabby
dred to phalli cast by the thousand, upwhite dabs of paint overlaid with washes
staged eventually by quite startling
—William Feaver
of white on the white. She gained intermirror mazes.
national attention once the phalli started
sprouting. White, life-size, and planted
like fungi on domestic objects, a boat—
Serpentine
indeed, anywhere with surfaces to
cover—these, her “Sex Obsession” instal- London
Lygia Pape (1927–2004) was a pioneer of
lations, fit in nicely on parallel wavethe 1950s Neo-Concrete movement,
lengths to the whited figures of George
which sought to soften the barrier beSegal on the one hand, and blankly sugtween high art and the everyday, and this
gestive Warhols on the other. This exhimeaty exhibition displayed her singular
bition features some of these early
talent and originality. Unfortunately, it
efforts and then accelerates into halls of
delved little into the historical context of
mirrors where walls reflect one another
social exclusion, Rio de Janeiro’s flourishto infinity and rooms are filled with daning avant-garde, and, after 1964, military
gling spotlights and fluorescent dots—
repression that both animated and condisetups reminiscent of the psychedelic
tioned Pape’s work and that of other
outer reaches of mind-blowing space in
Brazilian artists of her generation.
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey.
Pape experimented with a vast range of
As a voluntary patient in a Japanese
mediums, including performance, poetry,
psychiatric hospital since 1977, Kusama
film, and sculpture. This show, titled
has operated as a creator of what in the
“Magnetized Space,” opened with abstract
18th century was termed phantasmagotempera-and-oil-on-wood paintings and
ria. When she turns to painting, the rewoodcuts from the mid-1950s that
sults are banal in a Keith Haring sort of
demonstrated how deeply invested she
way. But her infinity-and-beyond mirwas in the rather static “Concrete” esrored rooms are a great attraction. Tate
thetic before helping overturn it. She
Modern has a phenomenal box-office
could be marvelously clever, as in a temsuccess with this show. Its aura of revela-
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Lygia Pape, Ttéia 1, C (Web), 1976–2002/2011,
mixed media, dimensions variable, installation view.
Serpentine.
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Space seemed to collapse before our eyes,
with the piece transforming Pape’s parallel-line drawings from 1957 into three dimensions. Seen together, the drawings
and installation brought Pape’s lifetime of
experimentation fully into focus
—Roger Atwood

Alexander
Klingspor

laps of the patrons. Each diner seems to
inhabit a solitary world. No one makes
eye contact. While the Band Played (2012)
features a young man dressed in a fashionable cravat picking the petals from a
rose as his female companion flourishes
her fan in a desultory, noncommittal way.
The band plays on behind them, unseeing.
In Klingspor’s dark, dreamlike scenes,
there are always spaces between subjects, even when they are packed close
—Michael Glover
together.

Albemarle
London
Alexander Klingspor is a young quasi-realist, quasi-surrealist Swedish painter who
conveys the anxieties of the urban scene.
Influenced by the literary and the cinematic, his work recalls Strindberg and
Camus, Lang and Bergman—as well as the
paintings of Magritte and Hopper. While
the surfaces of Klingspor’s oil paintings
are crisp and smoothly worked, his compositions meticulously organized and even

Jean-Paul Philippe
Galerie Jeanne Bucher
Paris
Jean-Paul Philippe’s work evokes the
Jean-Paul Philippe, Stèle—Balzac II, 1996, Etruscan
haunting and primitive beauty of Egyptian statuary or Pre-Columbian artifacts.
basalt, 941⁄2" x 23 5⁄8" x 215⁄8". Galerie Jeanne Bucher.
Produced over the past two decades, the
meditative sculptures and paintings in
dignified tombs of an ancient burial
“Archéologies intérieures” formed a sort
ground or the mysterious monument of
—Laurie Hurwitz
of miniretrospective for the French artist,
Stonehenge.
bringing visitors into intimate contact with his singular corpus.
Strong and silent, these mysterious
Galerie Karsten Greve
objects seem to belong to no single
artistic movement or school; rather, Paris
Born in 1899, James Castle grew up in
they are deeply personal reflecrural Idaho, rarely leaving his family’s setions on space, time, and memory.
cluded farm. Profoundly deaf, he never
Philippe shifts easily between
learned to speak, read, or write, and redifferent sculptural mediums,
fused to be taught sign language. His sole
working with various types of
means of expression was his art: mostly
stone (granite, basalt, or marble),
drawings, but also astonishing collages,
wood, mirrors, glass, and metal.
handmade books, and assemblages made
His paintings, too, emphasize mafrom cardboard, advertising brochures,
teriality and sensuality. In largescale canvases such as San Galgano newspaper, packaging labels, and other
improvisatory materials scavenged from
(1995), Tryptique (1993), and
L’épouse des Crête (1992), executed his father’s shop and post office. This enthralling retrospective, the artist’s first in
in a somber palette of blacks,
France, presenting nearly 100 of his
grays, and ochres, he incorporates
works.
thin, specially manufactured French Bolloré paper to create delicate, tactile
surfaces over simple geometric
forms that bring to mind shields or
gravestones.
Known in Europe for monumental sculptural installations integrated into the landscape, in the
early ’90s Philippe adorned the
hills of Asciano, in Tuscany, with
stone objects that resemble ancient ruins. The quasi-mystical feel
of that site was palpable in sculptures on view here, such as
Stèle—Balzac II (1996). While
James Castle, Untitled, soot on found paper, 5 1⁄3" x 6 3⁄4".
smaller in scale, this Etruscan
Galerie Karsten Greve.
basalt piece brought to mind the

James Castle

Alexander Klingspor, Explosion , 2012,
oil on linen, 33" x 35". Albemarle.

stagy, the scenes have an emotional undertow that is decidedly jagged and
choppy, if not altogether unnerving. In
them, humans inhabit a world of props.
Across the 13 works in “Transformation:
Visual Slices of the Mind,” Klingspor tells
enigmatic stories that never reach a conclusion. In Explosion (2012), a couple sits
at a café table, the man holding a pigsnouted carafe. The way they are looking—nervously askance—tells us that
something is the matter, though we can’t
see what it is. In Café Surreal (2012) a
cluster of diners is seated beneath a stage
graced by three identical dancing masqueraders who loom so large that they appear to be on the verge of leaping into the
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